We desire that deed for this land to be made in our name.

James Robertson

Guy Broadwater

This land being to the

all other heirs of

to whom the same

[Signature]

James Robertson

[Signature]
Surveyed 4th of July 1776, for James Robinson and party, Broadwater Bay, on the Broadwater Line of Council, and constitute it of land, under the direction of Capt. Simon Pirog & Gabriel Adamson, and adjoining thereon with a line of the said land and bounding thereon with 1.56° to the northwards to the corner of the said location. So one hundred twenty feet north pole on the other corner to Broadwater Line of Council and adjoining thereon with 1.48° to the northwards to the corner of this line and bounding thereon with the other line of the said location and bounding west of it, one hundred and thirty goth therefrom not being 1.56°. So the one hundred eighty-two to a half yard corner to the north-east corner thereof, and to the said line on the north-west corner thereof, then with said line and bounding thereon.